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Abstract 

In this paper, the boundary integral fonnulation has been presented for nonlinear analy. 
plate bending problems which include large deflection of thick plates and postbuckling 
of thin plates with or without elastic foundations. The thick plate may be of Reissner pi 
sandwich plate. The fi,mdamental solutions are derived by way of resolution method of 
differential operator, and then the boundary integral equations are established through l 

the solutions and some newly constructed variational functionals. Numerical iteration 
calculations are carried out by means of discretized algebraic equations with piecewise 
boundary elements and linear domain cells. Some numerical results are presented to illt 
the application of the boundary element fonnulation. 

1 Introduction 

The boundary element method (BEM), which is based on an integral formulati< 
given problem, has been so well developed during the last 20 years that it is 
considered to be a very popular computational tool. This method consists of 
formulating the problem in terms of an integral equation relating only bound~ 
and determing its solution numerically. Thus, it requires only a surface discreti: 
and not a full-domain discretization with "domain-type" techniques, such as tht 
difference method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM). If interior don 
values are needed, however, it can be subsequently calculated from boundary d 
a result, the dimensionality ofth", problem will be reduced by one rind the systc 
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based on a ' . 'on formulation. Remarkable advances in this area during 
12 3 

the past 15 years can be found, for examp e, . bbia,' Beskos, Aliabadi & 
4

Brebbia. For the linear plate bending problems, the me been widely used in 
small deflection of thin plates5-9 and of moderately thick plates. lo

- s s the plate 

resting on an elastic foundation is concerned, Katsikadelis & Armenakas appe 
address this directif)n firstly. 14 The same problem was analysed by Costa and Brebbia 
., . b d r d' . 15 P d V d d h BIE I'lor varIOus oun ary con Itlons. uttonen an arpasuo exten e t e ana YSlS 
to plates resting on two-parameter foundation. 16 As a further progressive step, various 
?oundary integral fo~ulations ha~e beeQ,.,developed to tre~t large deflec~ion of plates 
III the decades. Kanuya and Sawakl proposed a so-called direct formulation for 

17
analysing finite deflection of thin plates. ,18 Consequently, they extended their 
procedure to the case of sandwich plates and shells. 19

-
21 The formulation proposed by 

Tanaka22 is alternative to those of Kamiya et al. 17
,18 He obtained a coupled boundary 

and inner domain integral equations in terns of stress and displacement functions. 
Later on, many researchers investigated the BEM for large deflection of plates with 
the so-called generalized Green identities,23-25 the dual reciprocity process,26 the 

27weighted residual method and the spline function method?8 Postbuckling problems 
ofthin plates with or without elastic foundation have been examined by Qin et al?9,30 

Further, geometrically nonlinear plates on elastic foundation have been considered by 
Katsikadelis.31 rvtore recently, He and Qin have developed a set of boundary integral 
equations for analysing large deflection of Reissner plates based on the variational 

32approach as well as a newly derived fundamental solution. Later, Qin extended the 
33formulation to plates resting on elastic foundation.

2 Reissner plates with or without elastic foundation 

~<")A...
2.1 Basic equations 

Consider a Reissner plate of uniform thickness t, occupying a two dimensional 
arbitrary shaped region n bounded by its boundary an and resting on an elastic 
foundation. We use a cartesian coordinate system in which the x- and y-axes lie in the 
plate middle plane. Throughout this paper, repearted indices imply the sUlllmation 
convention of Einstein. The indices i, j and k take take values in the range {1,2}, m 
takes a value in the range {3,4,5}, andp, q take values in the range {l,2,3,4,5}. The 
nonlinear behaviour of the plate for moderately large deflection is governed by the 
., 11' . 3310 oWlllg equatIOns : 

(1) Equilibrium equations in n: 
N .. . = 0, 

. I) ,j 

Miij - Q = 0, 

(i=l,2) 

(i=l,2) L (1) 

0&-&:( '/0 Db Z;\'vl l7~ -lr;,Ullcb.t~~ .>D?v..-tGryl
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J (2 UVLC;t-,'Ud,(//-€ ye{ftt)-Vlq~ I 'IZ- ~L -: ' 
N = N' + Nil VI' 

I) I) I) l!/+'y9t u 
N' = Gt{u . + u . + ~ u 8}, \ 

I) l , j j,l 1- fl k,k I) -ilw1;~ ct, 
{} . \ 

Nil = Gt ww . + _fl_ W 8 , La.2e ) l_e, :; yrW 
1),1,j 1 ,k,k IJ- fl 

1- ( 2 ) 
Mij = __fl_ D \jJ i,j + \jJ j ,i + __fl_ \If k , k 8 ij , 

2 1 - fl 
Q = C ( W . _ \jJ. ) 

1 , 1 I 

(3) N~tural boundary conditions 
"N = Nn.n . = N (on C

N
) N. = Nns = N .(on CN ) . 

n 1)1) 11 'n.\ IJIJ liS flS ' 

"
Mil = Mijnin j - aGp W = Mil (on CMn ), 

MilS = My.nisj = Mil/on CMn), 

RII = Qin; + Nllw,tl + Nnsw,s = RII(on CR ) 

(4) Essential boundary conditions 


= u;n; = u ( on C ), U\. = UiSi = U, (on Cu,),

ll Un

ull 

\jJ II = .\jJ ini = \jJ II (on C
IVn 

), \jJ\ = \lfiSi = \If,Jon CIV , )' 

W = w(onCw ) 

(an = C U C = Cu , U CNn, = C U CM" = C\V, U CM", = CR u 
Un Nn IVn 

where a comma followed by a subscript indicates partial differentiation with 
that subscript, a=l for the Pasternak-type foundation,34 a=O for others, and 
unstated symbols, see Appendix I): 

kw for Winkler-type foundation 

k = kp - Gp\12 for Pasternak-type foundation 
{ ° without foundation 

It should be pointed out that the main difference between Winkler-type an 
Pasternak-type foundations is whether the effect of shear interactions is inel 

2.2 Fundamental solutions 

The fundamental solution olavs an imoortant role in the derivation of the bo 

http:Katsikadelis.31
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.eflection of plate theory. For this case, the nonlinear terms in equation (I) can be 

'ropped out and the in-plane and out-of-plane deformations become uncoupled. The 


33esulting field equations are : 
(1) Equations related to in-plane deformations 

N I . = 0 (i = 1,2) (7)
Ij,j 

(2) Equations/related to bending deformations 

D[ \jf X,xx + 0.5(1-11) \jf x,yy .+ 0.5(1 + 11) \jf y,xy]+ C( w,X - \jf x) = 0 


D[ \jf y,yy + 0.5( 1-11) \jf y,n +~.5( 1 + 11) \jfx ,Xy]+ C( W, y - \jf y) = 0 (8) 


C(V2w- \jfx,x - \jfy,y)+ kw- q = 0 

here, for the sake of simplicity, vanishing distributed moment loads, mx=my=O, have 

een assumed. 


The fundamental solutions to eqn (7) is obviously Kelvin's solution (for the plane 

,tress case, see Reference 30, for example) as 


• 1+1l[ ]uij (r) = 4nE (11- 3)8ij lnr + (l + Il)l/j (9) 

In the following attention will be focused on finding the fundational solution to eqn 

(8). It can be seen from eqn (8) that the coupling of the variables W, \jfx and \jfy makes 


-
it difficult to generate the fundational solutions. To btpass this problem, two 

auxiliary functions, g andj, are introduced such thae : 


\jfx = g,x + Iy, \jf,y = g,y - Ix (10) 

It should be pointed out that 

go,x + [o,y = 0 and go,y - fo ,x = 0 (11) 

e Cauchy Riemann equations, the solution of which always exists. As a 

on sequence, \IIx and \IIy remain unchanged ifJ and g in eqn (10) are replaced by J+Jo 

nd g+go. This property will play an important role in the subsequent part of this 

ection. 

The solution of eqns (11)1 ,2 may conveniently be expressed in a complex form (with 

i\= J=1) as { 

fa + igo = <1> (x + iy) (12) 

he substitution of eqn (10) into the first two differential equations in eqn (8) yields 

a a 1
_[DV2g+ C(w- g)]+ -[-D(I-Il)V2f - Cf] = 0 ax By 2 .

\'j
. /"1( •.•

a r- T'\."r'7 2 _ _ \1, ~rln{1_11)\72{ -rfl= 0 
(13) 
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Now, if the contents of the two brackets are considered as independent g 
variables, 

1
A=[-D(1-Il)V2f-Cf] and B=[DV2g+C(w-g)1

2 

we again get a set of Cauchy Riemann equations 

B,x + A,y = 0, B,y - A,x = 0 

and, in the same manner as in eqn (12), we can set 

1
A + iB =[- D(I-Il) V 2f - Cf]+ i[DV2g + C( w- g)] = F(x·

2 
This relation is a non-homogeneous equation with independent unknow 

g and w. Its solution can be composed of a particular solution and a homog 
solution. Since F(x+iy) is a harmonic function, it is easy to see that the pa 
solutioncan be taken as 

f + ig =- F (x + iy )/ C and w = 0 

It is obvious, see eqns (10) and (11), that this solution leads to \IIx = \IIy= 
Therefore, the particular solution may simply be omitted and we only need 
the homogeneous part of eqn (16), namely 

1
-D(1-Il)V2f-Cf=0 and DV2g+C(w-g)=0

2 


From the second equation of eqns (18), one sees 


w = g_DV2g/C 
The substitution of this relation and of the expression (10) into eqn (8)3 

leads to 

k 
DV4g+-DV2g-kg+q = 0 

C 

As a result, we obtain for g and Jthe following differential equations 

k 
DV4g+-DV2g-kg+q = 0 /) 

C E~. (1-1) ~ >~ w~t1-· (tl'PU>t 

V 
2
f - A?f = 0 / l J '. ( ;.g;' /--I-e 6Nt V! o{tt.. e~UA 

where ~oa.L-I.T' f V 
~ ~5' +~~tRt

for a homogeneous plate I" I ~ ~ A 

~D u.,\U-UVJ ~ 'A? = for a sandwich plate 

The co~sponding displacements and rotations are obtained from eqns 
(]ql. t..: 
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, ' ').} 
j (r) = - Ko('Ar) (23)

2nC 

where Ko( ) is a modified Bessel function of zero order ofthe second kind . 
The next step is to derive the fundamental solution of eqn (20). To this end, 

consider the homogeneous equation 

D\14g' + D/(\12g' IC - kg' = D(\12+ CI )(\1
2 

- C2 )g' = 8 (P ,Q) (24)
J 

where 8(P, Q) is the Dirac delta function, P and Q stand for source point and field 
point, respectively, and 

~----

c = ~+ 1(~)2 + kw " 
I 2C ~ 2C D ' 

(25) 

C = _~+ (~)2+ kw 

2 2C 2C D ' 
 GoA v t-n t:on ~ ('20~~'~ -f' ~ 

for a Winkler-type foundation, or r '-1,' ~ rr OvV\o\ ~ D~ 'M o~ \ 
'\UMC (/\-SVl, - " ,C-Jb + kp IC+GpI D 

C = - ---'------'-- Lc;rr ~ c,~~k6Y\ 0 J 

I 2(l-GpIC) t ~rtttM 1 I ., 


C = Jb-kp IC-Gp ID 
(26) 

2 '2{1-G IC) ' 
p 

b = (kpIC+ Gpl D)2+4kp(l - GpIC)/D 
for a Pasternak-type foundation, 

To find the solution of eqn (14), we set 

(\12 
- )g* = A (27)C2 

It follows from eqn (24) that 

D(\12+ CI)A = 8 (P ,Q) (28) 

The fundamental solution of eqn (28) can be easily obtained as 

A = Yo (rJC:)14D 

where Yo ( ) is the Bessel function of zero order of the second kind. 
In a similar way, let ( 

2 (30)(\1 + CI )g* = B g -:=_ I [.(0 ((JC1-) 
then we have 2..-ITj) 

D(\12_C2)B=8(P ,Q) / (31 ) 

The funda~ental solution of eqn (31) is~, given as 

with 

" 
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Subtracting eqn (27) fTom eqn (30) and noting eqns (29) and (32), the fl 
solution g' can be given in the form 

'( ) _ B - A _ 1 [1 K ( rc ) 1y ( rc >]
g r - C + C - C + C 2nD 0 rV "--2 - 4D 0 rV"--\ )

I 2 I 2 

In the absence of elastic foundation (C1=C2=0), the fundamental solutior 
reduces to 

• 1 2 
g (r)= - r lnr 

8nD 
With the substitution of eqns (23) and (33 ) [or (34)] into eqns (10) and (19 

w· = g' - D\12g' IC , 

\jf: = agO lOx + aj' lay, 

.... '" * 


\jf1 = ag l Oy - aj I ax 

2.3 Boundary integral formulation 

The boundary integral equation for nonlinear Reissner (or sandwich) plate 
32

elastic foundation can be established by the variational approach. The ap 
mainly based on a modified variational principle. Following the line of ar~ 
He & Qin,32 the related functional used for deriving boundary integral eq\ 

. . h C 33 be given In t e iorm 

rr' = [11 + 1 (u" - u" )N"de + 1 (u, - u,.)N,lfde + 1 (\jf n - \jf" 
~ ~ ~ 

+ £ (\jf ,,- \jfJMlIsde+ i (w - w)Rnde 
' IV ,," w 

where 

[11 = Ii (U - wq)dQ -1 Nnunde -1 N"susde -1 Mn \jf "de 
Nil Nns M" 

-£ M"s\jf sde - 1R"wde 
. ",\/" ,<: R 

2U=N(u
I ,j

. + u +ww)/2+
, I 

M(\jfU ' +\jf)/2+Q
j ,1 

.(w -
1U j,1 ,j I,j 1,1 

\jf . 

kw w2 for Winkler-type foundation 

U F = (kpw2 + GpW,iW,i) forPasternak-typefoundation 
{ o without foundation 

The terminology "modified variational principle" refers, here, to the u 
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a special variational principle. Consequently, we will discuss some properties and 
their proof on the functional. They are: 

(i) Modified variational principle 

8TIIII = 0 => (1), (3) and (4) (39) 

(ii) Theorem on the existence of extremum: if the expression 

J182Vd!i~+ J1Nij8W,i8W,jdQ-l 8Nn8Undc-l 8Nns8usdc 
lin IJ.~ 

(40)-tn 8Mn8\11 ndc -' l.,8Mn.\.8\11sdc - t 8Rn8wdc 

is unifonnly positive (or negative) at the neighborhood ofVo(VO={UlO, U20, \)110, \)120, 

wo}), where V o is such a value that TI"' (U0) = (TIIII)O , and where (TIIII)O stands for 

stationary value ofTI"' , we have 

TIm 2: (TIIII )o[ or TI"' ~ (TI"' )0] (41) 

Proof from the first, we derive the stationary conditions of functional TIIII. To this 

end, taking vanishing variation of TI III , one gets 

8TI'" = JT.6 {- N .
lj,j

.8u 
I 
- ( M .

Ij,j 
- Q

I 
) 8\11 

I 
- (Q

1,1 
+ NUW

,I) 
+ kw - q) 8w}dQ 

+1 (u,,- un)8Nndc+ 1 (us -uJ8Nnsdc+ 1(w-w)8R"dc 
lin II~· ' W 

+1 (\IIn-\IIn) 8Mndc + 1 (\IIs-\IIs) 8Mnsdc + 1 (Nn-Nn)8undc 
l.I/n ~ .f N n 

+1 (Nns -Nn.,.)8u\.dc+ 1(R,,-Rn)8wdc+ 1 (Mn- Mn)8\11ndc 
N ns R M" 

+ 1 '( - =Mns MnJ8\11 sdc 0 
Mn.. " ~ IJ ~ ~ 

l r- c42 ..t0f.-bt~ of ~ {wY\rtWv1 ax . (42) 
Therefore, the Euler equations for eqn (42) are eqns (l), (3) and (4). The principle 

(39) has, thus, been proved. 

As for the proof of the theorem on the existence of extremum, we may complete it 


by way of the so-called second variational approach.32
,35 In doing this, taking variation 

of 8IT"' , we see 
2

8 ITIII = J1 Nij8w,;8W,jdQ -1 8Nn8undc - 18N/1.\8u,.rk - 1 8Mn8\11 ndc 
Un Us "' n (43) 

-18Mns8\11,.dc - 18Rn8wdc +J182VdQ = expression (40) 
'1', w 

~So the theorem ~as b~en ~~~ved from the sufficient condition on the existence of 
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What follows is to transfonn eqn (42) into a boundary integral equatio 
the displacement vector V in eqn (42) is not constrained by the essential I 
condition (4), the quantity oV can be arbitrarily assumed. Naturally let 

8U = EU: (P ,Q) 

where E is an infinitesimal, the asterisked symbol U: (P, Q) represents 1 

fundamental solutions which have been obtained in subsection 2.2, the cc 

V;q (P ,Q) of U: (P ,Q) mean the in-plane displacements (for q=1 and 

rotations (for q=3 and 4) or the deflection (for q=5) at the field point Qoj 
plate when a unit point force (for p=l ,2 and 5) or a unit point couple (for 

applied at the source point P. N~iP,Q), Q:(P,Q) and M;;p (P ,Q) can 

from ..V;q (P ,Q) by using the constitutive relationships in eqn (2). The f 

soluti6ns for out-of-plane defonnation are listed in Appendix II, while tht 
fundamental solutions has been given in eqn (9). 

Moreover, the menbranous equation (7) and bending one (8) are indep 
each other, which means that cI.. CpJ:= I/ z.. ~f P \'~ 6Yl '1[/;..J 

vL = V':/i = 0 S"w1 0 ot1A.. hOll-VI ~3 dQ. . 

With the substitutio of eqn (44) and noting eqn (45), eqn (42) can be 1 
following two set f boundary integral equations through a series of deri 

1 [u:k(P,Q)N" -N;k(P,Q)un]dc-l [U~k(P,Q)N" 
Nn 'N".," 

,:,k(P, Q)uJdc - tn [U~k(P, Q)Nn - N':k(P, Q)ulI]dc 

r • • - 1Jf .- .l:" [U,k(P,Q)Nns -NIl\·k(P,Q)u..]dc = -2 .h W,iW,jNijk(P,Q) 

a(P)VIII(p)-l [\II:IIl(P,Q)Mn - M':III(P,Q)\IIn]dc 
' ,'lIn 

- Lin,[\II :'III(P, Q)MI1, - M;sm(P, Q)\II\]dc - t [w,:,(P,Q)R" 

-Q;'m(P,Q)w]dc-l [\II:m(P,Q)MII - M':I/l(P,Q)'Vn]dc 
'Yn 

-t, [\II:I/l(P, Q)MIIS - M;s",(P, Q)\II,Jdc - t [w:/(P, Q)Rn 

- Q,:IIl(P, Q)w]dc = J1 [w:/(P, Q'xJ - NijW,iW:/,/P,Q)]dc 

Vv?:.re .a..~p! ~i: ~ conv~ntional~o.undru: sh:p: coefficient, a(P)= I if P E 

http:8Mns8\11,.dc
http:8N/1.\8u,.rk
http:Nn.,.)8u\.dc
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2.4 Numerical implementation 

The analytical solutions of eqns (46) and (47) are not, generally, possible to obtain and 
therefore a numerical procedure must be used to solve the equations. 

To obtain the solution of eqns (46) and (47), as in the usual BEM, the boundary on 
lnd the domain 0. of the plate are divided into a series of constant boundary elements 
md linear cells, respectively. For a particular constant element, the node is taken to be 
the centre of the elenfent. After performing the discretization with boundary elements 
md internal cells, eqns (46) and (47) are reduced to a system of algebraic equations 
~ncluding 10 boundary vectors, Nil, Nns, Ub U2, M", Mns, R Il , Ilf" \j!2, w: 

[ 
QII 
Q21 

QI2l{Nn}+[SII 
Q22 Ns S21 

H11
H 21 

HI2
B n 

H13j{M/I}
H23 Mn,. 

lH31 H32 H33 Rn 

SI2]{UI} ~·{FI} 't' 

S22 F2u2 

lGll GI2 G13j{\jf I} {F3} 
(48) 

+ G21 Gn G23 \jf 2 = F4 

G31 G32 G33 W FS 

Of the 10 quantities, five need to be prescribed on the boundary points and the 
emaining five are to be determined. These 10 vectors only contain boundary 
'ariables, while [Q], [S], [H], [G] and{Fd denote, respectively, the coefficient 
natrices and ps~udo-Ioading vectors, whose components are given by 

(Qkl)uh = - 1. u:k(Pa,Q)dc(Q), 

(Qk2)ah = - 1. u.:k (Pa,Q)dc(Q), 

(Ski )uh = nai (S~l Lh + Sai (S:2 )ab + ex ( Pa)0ah 0ki (a not summed) 

(S~IL = 1. N,~(Pa,Q)dc(Q), 
(S:2)ah = Ln. N:sk(Pa,Q)dc(Q), 

1 r · (FJa = -"2 .b W,jW,k Njki(J:,Q)dQ(Q), 


(Hdl Lh = - 1. \jf:A Pa, Q)dc(Q), 


(H d2 )uh =-1 \jf:d(Pa,Q)dc(Q), 

b 

(H d3 )ah = - 1 w~(Pa' Q)dc(Q),
• 

( G dJ ah = nai ( G:1 ) ah + Sai (G~ )ab + ex (~ 

(49a) 

, ) 

~ YJ{/.. Cl.I\Ac\ cP.x.1ivlo/'l ;M, 
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(G:I )ah = 1. M:APa, Q)dc(Q), 

(G:2)ah = 1. M:sAJ:,Q)dc(Q), 

(G d3 )ah = 1 Q:APa,Q)dc(Q) + ex(PJOahOd3' 
• 


(Fd+2)a = It [qw~(Pa' Q) - Nij W,iW~./Pa' Q)]dQ(Q) 


where na = {na] na2 }T and sa = {Sal Sa2}T are, respectively, the unit nom 
tangent to the boundary on at point a, the subscript d takes value in the ran 

Rearranging eqn (48) by collecting the unknown terms to the left-hand s 
known terms to the right-hand side, we get 

[E ]{X} = {R I } 

[F]{Y} = {R 2 } 

Note that, since eqns (50) are not, in general, suitable for numerical ana 
incremental form of the equation should therefore be adopted. Denoting th 
incremental variable by the superim-posed dot and omitting the infinitesm 
resulting from the product of incremental variables, one obtains 

[E] {X} ={R]} 

[F] {V} = {R 2 } 

It follows that eqn (51) is linear with respect to the incremental variable 

However, the right-hand side vectors, {R I } and {R 2 } , contain the domai 

variables. To avoid solving these variables directly, an iterative procedure i 

It is noted that {RI } depends only upon w[see eqn (49)6], so only an in 

wO is required. As long as the value of w in 0. is known, we can calculate 

loading vector {R 1}, and then, all of the unknown variables in eqn (51)1 a 

boundary. We may solve it for ul and ~ . As a consequence, {RI } can be 

from the current values of UI , u2 and W. An iterative scheme may be esta 

~.. V()... (t.t Q 0 +- ~ ~ 1"vJ SL ', according to the above analysis. Specifically, suppose that U(k) stands for 
'VVUt l approximations, which can be obtained from the preceding cycle of iterati 

(k+ l)th solution may be evaluated as follows 
(a) Assume the initial value WO in 0.; ( 

(b) Enter the iterative cycle for i= I ,2, ... , calculate {R]} by way of eqn 

solve eqn (51)1 for {X}(i), and then determine the values u; and u~ 
)0ab 0di (a not summed) 

~(c) calculate {R 2 } using the current values ofU, and then solve eqn (51 
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= [(U(i»)TU(i) - (U(i-l»)TU(i-l)] / (U (i-l)/U(i-l) ~ E (E IS a conver

:e tolerance), proceed to the next loading step and calculate 

j<k+J ) = U(k) + V; (52a) 


rwise, let 

:vO O k= 11/ and W = w + 11/ (52b) 
go back to .~tep (b). 
er, it is important to note that once the matrices [Q], [S], [H] and [G] in eqn 
)een formed, they can be stored. in the core and used in each cycle of 
ithout any change. This is becausa the matrices depend only upon the 
and material parameters of the pla'le and the foundation. Obviously it can 
e amount of computing time. 

)uckling plate on elastic foundation 

~quations 

!quations govenring postbuckling behavior of thin plate on an elastic 
. h' . 29 

, III t IS case, are gIven as . : 
ilibrium equations in Q: 

Nij,j=O, (i=1 ,2) 

DV4W+ POV 2w + kw = Nijw,ij 
(53) 

stitutive relationships in Q: 

Nij = N~+N~ 

N1=Gt{U .+ u · . +~Uk k8 },!J I ,J J , I 1 , !J
-j.! 

(54) 

N il = Gt{w .w . +~w kW k8},
!I , I , ) 1- j.! , , IJ 

M = - nf(1- j.!) w .' + j.!W kk8)!J L/\ , !J , !J 

Jral boundary conditions 

Nil = Nijn;nj = Nil (on CNn ), Nfl., = Ni;nis j NI/.\'(on CN", ), 

Mil = Mijn;nj - aGpw = Mn (on CMn ), (55) 

RII = Mij ,jn;+ M/ls,s +Nnw,/l +NIIsw,s = RII(onCR ) 

:!ntial boundary conditions (, 
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UII = u;ni = U" (on Clln), u\ 
. 

= U;S; = ii,
• 
( on Cux 

), 

(56)
W /I = w in; = W n(on Cw ), W = w(on C)j,)

, , • n 

(an=CU =Cu , =CwuCR )) (57)n uCNn UCNn, =CWn uCM n 

where Po is the external radial uniform compressive load(see Fig.l), Nij, here, 

represent the disturbed membrane force components, MIlS = Mijn;sj. 

aQ- ... ~PO

V 
Fig. 1. Compressive load Po

\ 

3.2 Fundamental solutions 

The fundamental solution to the first two equations in eqns (53) has been given in eqn 
(9). What follows is to derive the fundamental solution of eqn (53)3' In a similar 
way as previous section, consider 

(DV4 + PoV 2 + k)w' = D(V2 + CJ(V2 + C4 )w' = 8 (P ,Q) (58) 

and then, let 

(V2 + C
3 
)w' = A, (V 2 +C4 )W'=B (59) 

we have 

w'(r)= 1 ~ 4D(C4 -C )[Yo(r-vC))-Yo(r rc)] (60)3 -v "--4 

where A ::: { (Iii\1J) Lll' ~/' 
C = .!.(PO '+ (PO )2_ 4kw J ThlAS <t;W f'OV!~ 

D 3,4. 2 D D D --' '--- , .. ---*1 " (61) 
or a Wmkler-type foundation, or .:;.&-<~' ~ ~ f»rtfp.,(/ ,{ 

C ,4 = .!.(PO - Gp '+ (Po - Gp )2 4kp JPI w~,z{ .f.a..""~ 
(62)

3 2 D D D 12X~~ 

for a Pasternak-type foundation. 

In the absence of elastic foundatfun (C3 = 0 , C4 = Po /D) , the solution of eqn 

/ t::'l \ 
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• (r) = [21nr -nYo (r JC: )]/4nDC4 (64) 

undary integral equation 

lated modified variational principle used for deriving boundary integral 
n can, in this case, be stated as 

/lip = 0 ~ eqns (53), (55) and (56) (65) 
i\
If 

/lip = TIt' + i (un -un)Nndc ,+ 1 (us -uJNnsdc 
lin " u.\" 

(66) 
+ i (W,n -w,n)Mndc+ i (w-w)Rndc 

~ . 

i = Ii UPdQ -l NnUndc- l, Nnsusdc 
N" /"l1S 

+ 1 Mn W,n dc -l R"wdc 
M" R (67) 

UP = N(u . +u :t-ww)/2+D[(\72W)2
IJ ' ,) ),' ,',) 

t2(1-I-t)(W~2 -W II W 22 )]+U F 
, " 

was done in the Subsection 2.3, we can prove the principle (65) and show how 
:;fonn it into a boundary integral equation. For the sake of brevity, however, we 
lose details. The resulting fonnulation is, now, given as 

D)uk(p)-l [u;k(P,Q)Nn -N;k(P,Q)un]dc-l [u;'k(P,Q)Nns 
~ ~ 

-N;.,k(P,Q)us]dc-l [u:(P,Q)Nn-N;k(P,Q)u"Jdc (68) 
". II" 

r • • - Iff .. .t ., [u'k (P, Q)Nns - N"Sk (P, Q)u,]dc = -"2 .6 w,i W,jNijk (P, Q)dQ 
u 

I(P) + 1 [w:n(P,Q)Mn - M;m(P,Q)w,n]dc-l [w'(P,Q)Rn 
~ R 

,:(P,Q)w]dc-l [W,:,(P,Q)Rn -R,:(P,Q)w]dc 
" 

d (69) 

[w,:(P,Q)Mn - M':/II(P,Q)w,n]dc- L[LW,:s(P,Qa)w(QJ 
"n a=1 

1yf11\' (Qa)w' (P, Qa)] = - Ii N ij W ,i w,: (P, Q)dc 

~ ( ) = ( r -( r is discontinuity jump at th~ comer point, ( rand ( )-) 
_ .4-1 _____ I 
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of comers. According to the thin plate theory, M,:and R,: corresponding to the 
fundamental solution w· can be calculated through the higher order derivatives of w·. 

The boundary integral equations (68) and (69) contain 8 independeQ,t variables, Um 

Us, Nm N115' Mm w,m Rn and w. Of the 8 quantities, 4 are prescribed and the remaining 4 
are to be detennined. So an additional boundary integral equation is required to ensure 

the solution to be unique [it should be noted that the comer variables LW/IS and We in 
eqn (69) can be solved by using the comer condition, a priori, and therefore, they are 
dependent variables]. To this end, we differentiate eqn (69) with respect to no (here no 
is the outward nonnal at source point P). This yields 

a(P)w,"o (P) + tin [W,:Jflo (P, Q)MII - M,:,/IO (P, Q)W,/l ]dc 

-t [W,:,o (P, Q)R/l - R,:,no (P, Q)w]dc - L. [W,:,o (P, Q)R II 

i, -R,:,lIo (P,Q)w]dc+ 1 [W,:tno(P,Q)Mn -M,:,n
ll 
(P,Q)w,lI]dc (70) 

"'" 
d 

- L[LW,:s,no (P, QJw(Qa) - LWlIs (Qa)W,:," (P, Qa)] 
0=1 

= - Ii Nij W,i W~jllil (P, Q)dc 

The discretize'd fonn of eqns (68) to (70) follow an analogous pattern to that in eqn 
(48). ~~tAr,A f-oY ~ Va..-w e:$ ~e.. 0Vt-cJ ~OJ 

" c.ornw p,,;wt" I Yd~Qk-tV<'(:J 4.Mcf d <'~ -e0 
4 Numerical examples ~htW-

As numerical illustration of the above-stated integral equations and calculation 
scheme, some results have been obtained and comparison is made with those known 
solutions. In all the calculations, the convergence tolerance is taken to be £=0.000l. 
The examples are described as follows. 

4.1 Nonlinear Reissner plates 

In this subsection, five benchmark problems are considered. To study the convergence 
properties of the proposed calculation scheme, several meshes for the solution domain 
are used in each example. 

Example 1: a square plate . Consider a square plate with two opposite edges clamped 
4and the others simply supported under a unifonnly lateral load q (Q= 16qa /Et4) and 

with thick-ness/span ratio tI2a=0.05, where 2a is the side-length of the square plate. 
The boundary conditions are: 

http:tI2a=0.05
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-±a, u" = Us = \1'" = \1',. = W= 0, 

±a, u" = U,. = M" = \1'., = W = 0 

he origin of the coordinate frame is laid at the center of the square plate, which 
plies to the next example. 
g to the symmetry of the problem only one quadrant of the plate is modelled by 
nt bound¥J' elements and three meshes of the internal cell (3x3, 4x4 and 

able I sho~s the central deflection (WI1/t) of the plate and compares the result 
e finite strip solution.J6 

'~,
Table 1. The central deflection (wmlt) for example I 

LoadQ 0.91575 4.5788 6.8681 9.1575 
Finite strip 0.019908 0.098873 0.14694 0.19361 

3x3 cells 0.019903 0.098611 0.14571 · 0.19095 
4x4 0.019906 0.098623 0.14592 0.19127 
5x5 0.019907 0.098625 0.14598 0.19135 

Ie 2: a compressive sandwich plate. Consider a square (2a=59.7cm) simrly 
ed sandwich plate with identical isotropic facings (E= 0.668x 1 06kg/cm , 
t=0 .0§33cm) ana a 0.46 cm thick core (Gc = 0.134x l04kg/cm\ subjected to 
Iy in-plane compress Nx (kg/cm) at the boundary x = ±a . The displacement 

ry conditions used are as follows 

W = \I' y = 0, on x =±a 
W = \I' x = 0, on y =±a 

ing that a symmetrical buckling pattern occurred, only one quadrant of the plate 
o be considered. In the analysis, 16 constant boundary elements and three 
; of internal cell (3 x3, 4x4 and 5 x5) are used. The results for central deflection 
oad Nx are listed in Table 2 and comparison is made with the results reported 
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wellwith those existing ones. Further, the results showed that little sensitivity to the 
varying internal mesh. In the course of computation convergence was achieved with 
about 18 iterations for example 1 and 24 iterations for example 2 at each loading step. 

Example 3: a circular plate on a Winkler-type foundation. Consider a uniformly 
loaded circular plate resting on a Winkler-type foundation, and with radius a and 

clamped movable edge (i.e. w = \I' n = \1', = Nt! = Nn, = 0) . Some parameters of the 

problem are assumed as 

a/ h = 50, ~=0. 3, kw = 100D/a4, Q = qa 4/ Et4 = 15 
A quadrant of the plate is modelled by 25 internal cells and three meshes of 

boundary element (16, 20, 24), and the loading step is taken as ilQ== 1. Table 3 shows 
the deflection (wit) along the radius of the plate and compares with that by 

31Katsikadelis . 
Table 3. Deflection (wit) along radius r for example 3 

ria 0.098 0.304 0.562 0.800 0.960 

Katsikadelis 1.108 0.961 0.592 0.179 0.009 

16 b.e.t 1.096 0.950 0.584 0.171 0.0085 

Present 20 1.102 0.957 0.588 0.174 0.0088 

24 1.109 0.960 0.590 0.175 0.0088 

tb.e.=boundaryelements. 

Example 4: a 60° skew sandwich plate on a Winkler-type foundation. The skew plate 

is clamped immovable on all edges (i.e. u" = u\ = \I' n = \I' .\ = W =0 on the whole 

boundary) shown in Pig. 2. Some initial data are 

h = 25.4mm, t = 0.635mm, ~ = 0.32, a = b = 508mm, z = t + h 
Gc = 6.89MPa, Q =12a 3 (1 - ~2)q / (Etz 2 ), K =12a 2 k w (1- ~2) / (Etz) 

The plate under consideration is modelled by 8x8 internal cells, three boundary 
meshes of (48, 60, 80) boundary elements, respectively. The loading step is taken to 

mit aqq Manfort9I!.37 , ~ _./ t -l v'C'r 0 L +I • () ,o/ii1;.j W~0t 1ou~.dl..be ilQ==12.5. Table 4 compares the present results with those obtained by Ng and Das 
7 'r.e(J,V..~ ftc/!) 1.-1 V'~y ~~ f 'T ~C.tI.! r , ' t? ! . k fr p. 11 · h · 38-t- C4v....- w....~~ {-l-"cnM T<Uh /.(2( [ r:;w..o( '2..... 11d.~--R f?tl~l'~ III which the values were ta en om Ig. III t elr paper. 

. 
Table 2. The central deflection wm(cm) for example 2 

Load Nx 54.7 57 .2 61.6 
~chmit-Manfor 0 0.457 0.813 

veS(.( l'tJ 

66 
1.02 

o b~~~lloy tiJ< 
rr-.e~-ewt ~~ 

a. r;yy~ 
0 y~{( 600 

3x3 cells 0 0.432 0.770 0.968 
~M 4x4 0 0.445 0.789 0.991 ~2a~ 

5x5 0 0.450 0.790 1.005 0' -p,? 2 xAcr:: 600 C;~ p{d£. 6>'1 f"w{A1~ 
above two examples indicate that the boundary element model in Section 2 can 

http:Manfort9I!.37
http:solution.J6
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Table 4. Central Deflection (wlh) for example 4 (K=20) 

Load Q 25 50 75 100 125 
Ng and Das 0.60 1.050.87 1.18 1.30 

48 b.e. 0.581 0.864 1.0395 1.1692 1.2723 

Present 60 0.867
0.589 1.0412 1.1723 1.2802 

80 0.596 0.872 1.0521 1.1750 1.2837 
I 

Example 5: an annular plate on a Pasternak-type foundation. The annular plate is 
subjected to a uniform distributed load q (Q=qa4IEt4

) and resting on a Pasternak-type 
foundation. The inner boundary o1:t,the plate was in a free edge condition while the out 
boundary conditionwas clamp~d immovable. S~me initi{ll d~used in the e~ample 
are given by r Y ';' poS~ furwt ", ~ y ( -e~ Ccn"I VUO,"'f vqjli~ 

/' ~ w~ Ya{~'~~ (/'1 e(.e...M.~ 'rV\.eske; 
Gp a 

2 
E = I, K=kp a 4 lE = 5, bla = 1/3, fl=1I3 • 

where a nd b are, respectively, outer and inner radii of the plate (see Fig. 3). In the 
exampl ,a quarter of the plate is analyzed, and three internal meshes (16, 32 and 48 
ells, e also Fig.3) as well as three meshes of boundary element (4, 6, 8 elements on 

'nner oundary and 6, 8, 1 0 elements) have been used. The loading step is taken as 
5. Some results are listed in Tables 5 and 6. 

Table 5. Maximum deflection (wit) for example 5(8-10 b.e.) 

Load Q 10 15 20 25 30 
Smail 0.51 0.74 0.93 1.10 1.24 

16 cells 0.494 0.729 0.925 1.088 1.223 

Present 32 0.497 0.733 0.929 1.093 
 1.228 

48 0.498 0.734 0.931 1.095 1.230 
Table 6. Maximum deflection (wit) for example 5 (48 cells) 

Load Q 10 15 20 25 30 
Smail 0.51 0.74 0.93 1.10 1.24 


10 b.e. 0.496 0.733 0.928 1.092 1.227 

Present 14 0.497 0.733 0.929 1.093 1.228 


18 0.498 0.734 0.931 1.095 1.230 

These three examples analyzed the problems of thick plate with elastic foundation. 
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4.2 Postbuckling plates 

As numerical illustration of the formulation given section 3, two simple examples 
have been considered. In order to allow for comparisons with those" existing soluti, 
the obtained results are limited to a circular plate and a square plate subjected to 
uniform in-plane compressive load Po at the boundary on. The two examples are 
given as follows. 
Example 6: a compressive circular plate. Consider a uniformly loaded circular Wil 

radius a and simply-supported movable edges (i .e. M" = w = N" = N n, = 0). S 
parameters for the problem are assumed as 

).1 = 0.3, E = 2 x l 06 kg I cm2 
, a It = 48 

In this case, its linear buckling load is Per=4.198Dla2 
. In the analysis, a quadrant 0 

plate is modelled by 10 boundary elements and three internal meshes (see Fig. 4). 
loading step is taken as LlI3=LlPolPcr=0.2 . The numerical results describing the 
relationship between the maximum deflection (wmlt) occurring at the center and th 
compressive load coefficient 13= Polpelf» 1) are shown in Table 7. Comparison is 
made with those given by Thompson and Hunt.39 

Table 7. Maximum deflection (wnlt) for example 6 

[3 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Thompson et al. t 0.860 1.220 1.490 1.720 1.920 
20 cells 0.851 1.197 1.460 1.689 1.883 

Present 36 0.857 1.206 1.471 1.698 1.894 
52 0.858 1.210 1.476 1.702 1.899 

tValues obtained from Figure 68 on p.169. 
It can be seen again from Table 7 that the present results agree well with those 

given by Thompson and Hune9
. In the course of computations, convergence was 

achieved with about 9 iterations at each loading increment. However, I found that 
iterative method gave good results up to 13=2 in the calculation, and the results bel 
worse for .higher values of [3. The ques~io? is need$d to further inve,stigate 
mathematIcally. Loo..d c.o~ <A ~ (lJ::= fa/Pcl" CiJ71 ) .. 
Example 7: a mpressive square plate. Consider a clamped mov1ble square platl 
an Wink -type foundation subjected to a uniform in-plane compressive load Po. 
initia ata used in the example are 

t is again found from Tables 3-6 that the present numerical results are in excellent ).1=0.3, E=2xI0 6 kg/cm 2 
, tl L=1I50, kw =5Dn 4 1L4 

greement with the known ones. Among the three examples, example 3 provides the 
where L is the length of the square plate. In the analysis, a 4x4 internal mesh and eflection over the entire plate, while example 5 yields the results with either varying 
boundary element meshes (8, 12 and 16 elements) have been used in a quarter ofnternal meshes (16, 32 or 48 cells) or varying boundary meshes (4+6, 6+8, 8+ 1 0 
square plate. The loading step is taken as 0.02Pcr(Per=7.229Drr.2IL2 in the example oundary elements). As expected for all the three examples, it can be observed that the 

.... "'_"'I"'.orl +...... --.".,." ... 1......: .............. : ...... 1..l ..... ..... ..... ... _" ..... __=__ _~~1 _ _ __ _ 1 _______ ~ ..... _ _ _ r .. _ Table 8 presents the results of maximum deflection (wn/t) vs with the compressiw 
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Fig. 3. Three internal meshes in example 5. 
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Table 8. Maximum deflection (wlllt) for example 7 

i3 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 
Naidu et al. t 0.3615 0.5128 0.6300 0.7298 0.8186 

8 b.e. 0.851 1.197 1.460 1.689 1.883 
Present 12 0.857 1.206 1.471 1.698 1.894 

16 0.858 1.210 1.476 1.702 l.899 

tThe results were obtained by finite element method with a 2x2 mesh. 

It can be also observed from Table 8 that convergence is very good along with 
refinement of the boundary element meshes. In our calculation, about 15 iterations 
were needed to achieve convergence at each loading step . 

5 ,Concluding remarks 

The boundary element formulation has been proposed for large deflection analysis 
Reissner plates and postbuckling study of thin plates with (or without) foundation. 
foundation may be of Winkler-type or Pasternak-type. The formulation was deve1c 
based on a variational approach. The approach showed that a nonlinear boundary 
integral equation can be exactly transformed from a modified variational functiom 
also revealed the intrinsic relations between the variational principle and the bounc 
integral equation. In addition, the fundamental solutions corresponding the above 1 

kinds of problem has been developed by way of the resolution of differential opere 
Numerical computation has been carried out for large deflection and postbuckling 
analyses of plates with various shapes and also subject to various boundary condit 
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dix I: Notation 

112(1+!!) for a homogenerous plate; GcCh+t) for a sandwich plate 
LI1: of boundary an of the solution domain n, on which deflection w is 
scribed; CR, etc. are defined similarly 
'12(l-!!2) fOJ a homogenerous plate; E(h+t/tI2(l-!!2) for a sandwich plate 
dulus of elasticity 
~Cl+!!) 
re shear modulus 
~ar modulus of Pasternak-type fou"bdation 
re thickness 
lction coefficient of Pasternak-type foundation 
.ction coefficient of Winkler-type foundation 
l1ding moment 
isting moment(i:;t:j) 
mbrane force tensor 
l1ponents ofthe outward normal to the boundary an 
~ral distributed load 
lsverse shear force 
+/)II~ . 
nponents of the tangent to the boundary an 
lte thickness, or face-sheet thickness in sandwich plate 

lplacement vector, { ~ u2\jf] \jf 2 w} 
plane displacements 
eral deflection 
riational symbol 
onecker deJta 
~tg(ylx) 

,isson's ratio 
lax

2+a2IfJ/ 
~rage rotations normal to the plate mid-plane 
er a symbol denotes prescribed value 
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Appendix II: Fundamental solutions for out-of
deformation 

.' 

\jf:1I = [S (Z3)+ E (z] ,Z2)] cos~ cos(~ - ~)+ [T( Z3)- F(Z] ,Z2 )] cos(2~

\jf:] = [S(Z3)+ E (Z]>Z2)] cos~ sin(~ - ~)- [T( Z3)+ F(Z] ,Z2)] sin(2~

w; = [AJC;K] (Z2 )(1- DC2I C)+ BJC:~ (Z] )(1 + DC] I C)]cos~ , 

\jf :'2 = [S(Z3)+ E (Z] ,Z2)] sin~ cos(~ - ~)+ [T(Z3)- F(Z] ,Z2)] sin(2~ 

\jf :'2 = [S(Z3)+ E (Z\ ,Z2)] sin~ sin(~ - ~)+ [T(Z3)+ F(Z] ,Z2)] cos(2~ 

w; = [AJC;K] (Z2 )(1- DC21C)+ BJC:~ (Z] )(1 + DC] 1C)]sin~, 

\jf :'3= - [ AJC;K] (Z2 )+ BJC:~ (Z] )] cos( ~ - ~ ) 


\jf:3 = -[ AJC;K] (Z2 )+ BJC:~ (Z] )] sin(~ - ~ ) 


w; = AC2Ko(Z2 )(1- DC21C)+ BC)Yo (Z])(1 + DC] 1C) 

where f3 and <l> are shown in Fig. AI, and 

A= 1 B=- 1 

2nD( C] + C2) , 4D( C) + C2) ' 


S ( Z3 ) = - 1 [Ko (Z3 )+ ~ (K] (Z3)- 11 Z3 )] , 

nD(1-Il) Z3 


T(Z3) = 1 [Ko (Z3)+ ~(K] (Z3 )-1/ Z3 )],

nD(1-Il) Z3 


E(Z] ,Z2) = B~Yo (Z])- AC2Ko(Z2)' 


F(Z] ,Z2) = BC]~ (Z])I Z] + AC2K] (Z2)1 Z2' 


Z] = r JC: , Z2 = rJC;, Z3 = Ar 




I 
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Chapter 9 

Analysis of plates with variable thickness. An an: 
equation solution 
M.S.Nerantzaki & J.T. Katsikadelis 
Department o/Civil Engineering, National Technical Universit) 
Athens, Zogra/ou Campus, GR-157 73 Athens, Greece 
Email: jkats@central.ntua.gr 

Abstract 

A BEM-based method, the analog equation method (AEM), is presented as it is e 
solve static and dynamic problems for plates of variable thi~kness subjected to inl 
The linear buckling problem is also treated using both the static and dymu 
According to AEM the fourth order hyperbolic partial differential equation " 
coefficients is converted to a quasi-static linear problem for plates with const 
subjected to an "appropriate" fictitious time dependent load under the sam 
conditions. The fictitious load is established using a teclutique based on BEM 
problem results as a special case of the dynamic one, when the inertia and dampir 
neglected. The method is illustrated by applying it to several example problen 
static plate bending problems, free and forced vibrations as well as buckling probl 
and exponential plate thickness variation laws are considered. The accuracy of t 
validated by comparing them with existing ones from analytic or other numerical] 

1 Introduction 

The study of plates with variable thickness is pursued in various 
disciplines, such as civil engineering, aerospace engineering and the design 0 

Although there is an extensive literature on a static and dynamic analysis of 
constant thickness, a rather limited amount of technical literature is avail: 
solution of problems dealing with plates of non-uniform thickness. 

The reason for this is that in the CR<;e of nl::ltp_<: with v::Iri::lhlp. thir.lmp.<:<: thf 
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